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At the end of each workshop and webinar in the Deepening Discourse: Language, Learning, and Leadership series, participants provided feedback. Here are the results!

- **95%** of workshop participants agreed that they would recommend GLP professional development sessions to colleagues.
- **93%** of participants agreed that the presenters from GLP’s professional development were effective.
- **93%** of participants agreed that the GLP workshops were interactive.
- **94%** of participants agreed that content and strategies from GLP webinars will be useful in their work.

Teacher Comments

I recommend the Deepening Discourse professional development series to ALL World Language Teachers because it is by far the best professional development series that I have attended in my 11 years teaching. - Catherine O., Spanish Teacher

Every GLP workshop that I have attended has given me ideas & resources that I can implement in my own classroom immediately! - Sommer P., Spanish Teacher

It is invaluable to have such an intimate setting with experts in our field! - Catherine O.

I am already taking ideas back to my department and my classes. - Anne A., Spanish Teacher

Sharing experiences with other members of the cohort was eye opening. It was great to see what strategies others use in their classes and learn from my peers. - Melanie M., Spanish Teacher

The camaraderie and support among my colleagues has been incredible to have this past year. I am definitely a better teacher because of this series. - Anne A.

Learning how to better incorporate culture into my classes without leaving the target language has been critical for me. My classes have not been the same since. - Melanie M.

I would absolutely recommend this series to more world language teachers because of how refreshing the tools, colleagues and training have been. This training has made me feel like I can continue in my role as a teacher instead of switching careers. It’s made me feel excited being a language teacher again. - Melissa S., Spanish Teacher